FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
thirty-three nobles or "Teiji5 J who have governed the province
since 1725.*
So far we had been given nothing but buttered tea. The
inevitable tsamba, placed, out of reach, on a low table, had
not been offered. It was now midday and these people knew
we had had a two hours5 ride. As the tsamba remained
untouched I assumed that we were going to banquet off a
sheep. My neighbour on the left had a magnificent head
with a hooked nose, like a Sioux warrior. I passed the time
admiring him while Wang—at last—embarked on the
question of buying camels with one of the men, the one we
afterwards called the "Prime Minister." However, as they
would not let us have any beast for less than seventy Ian (a
weight of silver equivalent to 105 Mexican dollars), we rose
to go.
And still no food was offered. I felt disturbed about this
and we both wondered whether it was to be interpreted as a
sign of hostility towards us, as foreigners. We learned that, in
August, 1933, Norin had given the Prince a present of
twenty-eight dollars. Doubtless, we were looked on as very
penurious travellers . , . but that was the reputation we
wished to have.
Exploited.
Li was returning to Nomo. We took leave of the devoted
lad and thanked him for all he had done for us. He was a
born trader and had just bartered his packets of tobacco for
two fox-skins. He also borrowed twenty dollars from Peter, to
help him to buy another camel. His master, Ma Shin-teh,
would answer for the loan—by the way. It would be paid back
in September, through our friends the Urechs, at Tangar.f
* The five principalities of the Tsaidam aid divided into twenty-one
banners." See note, p. 301.
f The promise could not be kept, for in September the Urechs had to
fly before the Communist advance.
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